
A KV1 holds up the German advance for 48 hours  

An event occurred during 6th Panzer Division’s attacks around the town of  Raseniai  near the border 

between Poland and Lithuania, and has become  almost a tale of myth and legend in the military and 

wargaming press. This incident took place on the 23rd and 24th June and concerned the effectiveness 

of the Russian heavy tanks in the face of German weaponry .  

KG Raus (comprising half of 6th Panzer Division) had contacted 1st Panzer Division at the village of 

Lydavenai, 6 kilometres north of Raseniai, on the Dubysa River where 1st Panzer Division had created 

a small bridgehead on the eastern bank of the river. Both KG Raus and the infantry of the panzer 

division then set about clearing isolated Russian infantry units from the wood to the north and west 

of the road that was the main supply route for the two German formations. This was a harder task 

than had been anticipated and took several hours to subdue the enemy infantry, by which time it 

became clear that the supply road had become ominously quiet, with no supply trucks coming from 

the south. Equally concerning was that the telephone land lines to the rear had ceased to function.  

Sensibly KG Raus deployed 1st Battalion, 114th Infantry Regiment and a battery of 105mm howitzers 

of 76th Artillery Regiment, along with a battery of 4 50mm anti tank guns facing west, and positioned 

on the forward slopes of a low hill beside the road. The tank battalion concealed itself to the north 

of the road in the recently cleared woods, and the engineers attached to the KG were ordered to lay 

mines across possible enemy lines of advance.  

 

All of this frantic activity took place without being interrupted by the Russians, so a platoon of 6th 

Motorcycle Battalion cautiously rode south, and about 4 kilometres north of Raseniai the cause of 

the interruption of supply was discovered. At the hamlet of Bedanciai, at 1200 hours a KV1 was 

spotted, straddling the road, and occasionally firing a HE round in the direction of the town to the 

south. Where it had come from no-one could tell, but it must have been part of 4th Tank Regiment, 

2nd Tank Division, and almost certainly lost. Though it may have been lost it had already destroyed 12 

German trucks and severed the supply line. The German motorcyclists discovered more German 



trucks, bogged down in the woods to the west of the Russian tank, and others ambushed and 

destroyed by Russian stragglers.  

Something needed to be done, so on the news being reported back to KG Raus, the 50mm anti tank 

battery that had just been dug in on the face of the hill to the west of Lydavenai was ordered to 

limber up and move along the road to the south, and dispatch the KV1, as the German tanks were 

completely outclassed by the armour and gun of the Russian tank. 

Towed by Sdkfz10s the anti tank guns, supported by the motorcycle infantry moved south, 

manoeuvring into the woods and unlimbering to be manhandled forward. Russian stragglers 

attempted to interfere with the movement but the German supporting infantry drove them off with 

ease. The 4 50mm anti tank guns deployed at the edge of the woodland, and at a range of 600 

metres opened fire on the KV1, which had not reacted to their appearance and deployment.  

Repeated hits were seen on the Russian armour, but for a few minutes there appeared to be no 

reaction to the German fire. The assumption now was that the enemy tank must have been 

abandoned. This assumption was disabused when the turret started to turn, and 2 rounds of 76mm 

HE destroyed one of the anti tank guns. A second anti tank gun was then also dispatched and the 

remaining two were hastily dragged back into the woodland.  

It was clear that even the latest German anti tank guns were not up to the task, certainly at that 

range, anyway. A Flak36 88mm flak gun was detached from a Luftwaffe battery near Raseniai and 

moved north, but the flak gun was a large object, and the Sdkfz7 which towed it made the two 

anything but subtle as they moved up the road. The German plan for the 88mm gun was to open fire 

from as great a distance as possible from the KV1, but the previously wrecked column of German 

trucks meant that there were no opportunities to do so. The tractor towing the flak gun had been 

forced to move to within 800 metres of the Russian tank, and was deploying when it was spotted 

and three 76mm HE rounds disabled both the flak gun and the tractor, and machinegun fire drove 

the surviving German crew back.  

By now it was late afternoon and plans were put in place by KG Raus to deal with the Russian tank   

overnight. The combat engineers were given the task of attacking under cover of night, and close 

assaulting the tank. One platoon moved south. By 0100 hours on the 24th June the engineer platoon 

had reconnoitred the area occupied by the enemy, and had identified the reason why it may not 

have moved off. One of its tracks was destroyed*.  

It was a full moon that night, and the sky was cloudless. Attempts to advance towards the KV1 from 

different directions were spotted and the turret machinegun drove the Germans back to cover on 

each attempt. The engineers, by dawn, acknowledged that their efforts were for nothing, and 

returned to the bulk of KG Raus. 

Some discussion now took place with the Luftwaffe, and a Stuka air attack on the tank was 

requested, but when it became clear that there was no chance of this mission being launched until 

the 25th June, a more direct and potentially costly solution would have to be undertaken.  

Ist Battalion of 11th Panzer Regiment was ordered to deploy its heavy platoon, 5 Panzer IVEs to 

demonstrate from the north and attract the attention of the KV1 as another Luftwaffe Flak36 

88mm gun was moved up from the south and once deployed, would destroy the enemy. The 



Panzer IVs moved between small copses and took advantage of folds in the ground, firing at the 

KV from different positions, doing no apparent damage, but providing distraction, though the 

Russian tank seemed to be loath to fire on the German armour. The 88mm gun was deployed 

beside its demolished twin without the Russians spotting it. Eight armour piercing rounds hit the 

tank and the turret stopped moving.  

 

The Germans now cautiously closed on the Russian heavy tank, and soon the effect of the 

German anti tank rounds could be seen. None of the 50mm rounds had penetrated the Russian 

armour, none of the Panzer IV 75mm rounds had even made a discernable mark, even the 

88mm gun had only penetrated the tank in two locations. The German engineers were climbing 

on the tank by now, and were horrified when the turret then started to turn again. Desperate 

measured were called for and two stick grenades were thrust through the 88mm AT round holes 

in the armour, which on exploding within the tank, finally caused resistance to cease. This tank 

had for 48 hours held up the advance of significant German armoured forces, and had cemented 

the apparent invulnerability of the Russian heavy tank.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*The tale of how the KV1’s track was damaged is almost beyond belief. Had it not been for an 

officer, noticing a solitary landser walking past him, heading for the rear but with his boots tied 

round his neck by the laces and feet bare, sharply called the man over to explain his incorrect dress, 

the truth would probably never have been known.  

Those who were watching the officer expected that the soldier would be in big trouble, but the man 

appeared to be telling something to his superior that made him smile. In fact, after a low 

conversation which lasted a few minutes, the officer gave the soldier a cigarette, shook his hand and 

waved him on his way.   

It was only when the Brigade ‘Order of the Day’ report was published that everything became clear. 

The bare foot infantryman was a truck driver. His truck had been disabled by the KV1. He and his 

assistant had not been hurt, and had ‘baled out’ and hidden themselves in a roadside ditch. As the 

 



tank appeared then to lose interest in them, they returned to the wrecked truck, and had a 

rummage about on the cargo deck. There they found a crate of demolition charges, and took two. 

When night fell they took off their boots to minimise noise and inched along the ditch and planted 

the charges on the tank’s track. They lit the fuse and scrambled back. The charges exploded, but it 

was clear that there was not enough explosive to destroy the vehicle, which reacted by firing into 

the dark. The soldier’s comrade was frightened by the tank’s reaction, and refused to go back to see 

what damage had been caused, so when things calmed down the driver returned cautiously  to 

inspect the results of his handiwork, and was very pleased to see that the left hand track had been 

severely damaged. He then made his way back to collect his boots and return to the German lines, 

only to find that his companion had already left... with the wrong boots. The boots round the 

soldier’s neck were at least 2 sizes too small. Now all was explained.  

 

 

 KV1 being inspected by German infantry. 


